
BRAND CONCEPT//
NEVERBEENDUNN

CAPSULE CONCEPT//
NEVERBEENDUNN

Design has endless possibilities; it gave me the ability to reimagine art that I loved 
in forms that have never been done before, twisting and reshaping them until they 
are my own. With recontextualsiation underpinning my design theory and the 
experimentation of pushing my designs into new mediums I am able to create a 
very unique style of work that combines my passions to create a community for the 
outsiders. Having not fit into a specific community myself, but instead being infatuated 
with many and wanting to learn everything about anything, I have found myself with 
a wide array of inspiration, the combination of which is individual. 

From this grew the idea to start neverbeendunn, a clothing and lifestyle brand 
with a focus on blurring the lines between product, art and culture. I never wanted 
neverbeendunn to just be a clothing brand, I want to inspire and help young creatives 
by giving them a platform to share and absorb their interests; whether this is through 
clothing, music, publications or content. With my latest project, combining modern art 
movements with bootleg car culture, taking influences from the skate and music scene 
I hope to create a community of people who all share the same passions. There are no 
boundaries to the direction of this brand, I want it to be a product of its surroundings. 
This project will display my understanding of several specialisms while proving I am 
capable of undertaking a leading director role in projects. 

The crazy era of Group B rally was what initially 

inspired me to create a capsule focusing on my 

favourite cars. The Group B regulations fostered 

some of the fastest, most powerful, and most 

sophisticated rally cars ever built and is common-

ly referred to as the golden era of rallying. With 

this in mind, I was inspired to create some very 

thought provoking designs.



Film photography is a passion of mine that I try to include 

in every project I undertake. It helps me document 

moments in my life in such a raw way and allows me to 

generate ideas. I am a strong believer of being inspired 

by your surroundings and film photography allows 

me to capture these specific moments where I have felt 

inspired.

BRAND CONCEPT//
NEVERBEENDUNN



BMW + SURREALISM CONCEPT//
NEVERBEENDUNN

Salvador Dali’s iconic ‘The Persistance of Memory’ oil painting  
was the first artwork that I saw an opportunity to recontextulize 
and add my own style to. Taking the melting clock element and 
applying it to my bootleg ‘BMW’ logo to create the same liquid 
effect. Instead here though I decided to melt it over a CDJ and a 
skate rail; two things that I use in my day to day life. The result is 
a subtle but iconic graphic that hints praise to the artist in a fresh 
and modern way. 

AUDI + DADISM CONCEPT //
NEVERBEENDUNN

A Dadaism is often characterized by 
humor and whimsy, tending towards 
the absurd. Here I have created a 
photomontage of the iconic Audi 
Quattro S1 with both references to Dali’s 
‘Lobster Phone’ and Trevisan Carlo’s 
‘500 Flying’ pieces.  



MERC + CUBISM CONCEPT//
NEVERBEENDUNN

Originally, I was looking at paring Mercedes 
with Cubism, however after several weeks of 
experimentation I didn’t feel like I had a strong enough 
design compared to the other two I had already done. I 
decided to look back through my sketchbook and revist 
some Popart referneces that I had researched. However, 
I had created my own version of the Mercedes logo, 
replacing the extruded spindals with my brand name. 

PHOTOGRAPHY (AUDI)//
NEVERBEENDUNN



BMW DESIGNS + DEVELOPMENT//
NEVERBEENDUNN

AUDI DESIGNS + DEVELOPMENT//
NEVERBEENDUNN



MERCEDES DESIGNS + DEVELOPMENT//
NEVERBEENDUNN

TREATMENT EXPERIMETATION//
NEVERBEENDUNN

The decision to sperate my designs 
into 2-4 colour screen prints was the 
final touch that my designs needed. 
Limiting the colours of a design 
sometimes highlights the most 
important parts of it.
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ASHTRAY BRIEF AND DEVELOPMENT//
NEVERBEENDUNN

AUDI NECKLACE CONCEPT AND DEVELOPMENT//
NEVERBEENDUNN



SLIPMAT DESIGNS AND SAMPLES//
NEVERBEENDUNN

BLENDER DEVELOPMENT + EXPERIMENTATION//
NEVERBEENDUNN



PRINTING EXPERIMENTATION//
NEVERBEENDUNN

The quality of print is what I belive is the most important 
part of the garment. I have experimented with several 
differnt printing processes from sublimation to heat 
transfer to screen printing. I have always been 
interested in the process of screen printing and I have 
enjoyed trying to master it. 

BRANDING AND DEVELOPMENT//
NEVERBEENDUNN



FINAL PRODUCTS



FINAL PRODUCTS



FINAL OUTCOMES OF BMW TEE//
NEVERBEENDUNN

FINAL OUTCOMES OF MERCEDES TEE//
NEVERBEENDUNN



BRIEF//
D&AD TYPOGAPHY

FINAL OUTCOMES OF ZINE//
NEVERBEENDUNN


